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Analyses of Collision Forces and
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a high-resolution Tekscan pressure measurement system and a high-speed camera.

Its unique equipment and facilities enable

The momentum measurement system is

A measuring unit developed by the

the Fraunhofer IFF to measure every rel-

a mechanical pendulum which measures

Fraunhofer IFF has made it possible to

evant physical parameter (force time curves,

parameters relevant to collisions on human

perform collision tests with human subjects

pressure distribution, momentum and com-

subjects. We have a one-of-a-kind, high-
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pression) during a human-robot collision,

precision calibration system to calibrate any

ethics commission gave the Fraunhofer IFF

regardless of what kind of robot is involved.

measurement system. The Fraunhofer IFF

its approval for tests with human subjects.
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additionally has an IFA KOLROBOT mea-

A study of the measuring unit contracted
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surement system. This system can be used
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mobile measurement systems allow us to

to measure impact and clamping forces
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take measurements directly on robotic cells

directly on robots. A combination of springs

is currently being completed. Its objective

or on mobile robots in the Fraunhofer IFF’s

and shock-absorbing material reproduces

is to use a scaling function to specify the

laboratory and at users’ facilities. An entire

various regions of the human body.

relation between the maximum forces in

scenario with human-robot interaction

collisions that pin a person and those that

can thus be subjected to a complete and

do not. In the future, this scaling func-

custom test in compliance with standards.

tion will be usable to convert measurable

We both evaluate measures conducive to

maximum forces of a collision that would

safety, e.g. shock-absorbing materials, and

pin a person for a situation in which people

develop custom measurement methods or

will be moving freely in space and the risk

systems.

of injury is lower.
Furthermore, the Fraunhofer IFF is study-
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ing the physical and biomechanical effects
of robot collisions on humans in order to

The results of collision measurements can

identify principles of health risks and injury

be employed for risk analyses when laying

thresholds. Our current work is focused

out advanced workplaces with human-

on measuring the maximum still tolerable

robot interaction. What is more, process

stress on humans in a collision with a robot
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in a wide variety of cases.

human-robot interaction can be tested and,
if necessary, optimized.
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development of new technologies for safe
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human-robot interaction are formulated,
implemented and evaluated. This entails

The Fraunhofer IFF has extensive technical

designing tactile sensors and safe manipu-

equipment and facilities for the systematic

collision tests.

lators as well as establishing optimal re-

testing of human-robot collisions. These

2 Collision analyses with subjects.

sponses of robots in the case of a collision.

include a momentum measurement system,
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